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Editorial
Moot Court Board makes needed rule changes
BULLETIN: As this issue of The Opinion
went to press, and · after the following
editorial was set in type, the Curriculum
Committee voted to end long-paper credit
for participation in the moot court program.
The action, we think, was premature ,and, in view of the changes in the program
discussed in the editorial below -- probably
unnecessary. A better approach would have
been to wait to see whether the changes had
the desired effect.
The committee's decision seems to be a

step toward a new long-paper requirement:
one that can be fulfilled only by the production of a scholarly article. Certainly, standards for the long paper are in need of
review. But standards can be raised without
forcing all students to produce one kind of
paper. For must future practitioners, a long
paper in the form of an appellate brief can
be of more value than a long paper in the
form of a law-review article. A paper need
not be the latter to be of high quality.
William Mitchell's moot court competition will be better, and participants will
gain mo.re from it as a result of the new
rules promulgateq. by the Moot Court

The OpiniOn seeks to serve you
Greetings and best wishes for. the
academic year from The Opinion staff. This
year we hope tQ involve- more students in
'J'he Opinion in reporting and photography.
Stop by Room 316, The Opinion office if you
have tbe inclination to get involved.
We also plan to print six issues this year.
Last year there were four. One reason for
printing more issues is to accomplish our
goal of expanding the scope of coverage to
citywide, statewide and nationwide. You
will note that our feature article for this
first issue is an exclusive interview with
Chief Justice Warren Bur~er. It is our hope

that we can continue to speak with people
who are intimately-involved with the law in
various ways and deal with a variety of
topics of interest. ·
Our new Equitable Relief column is
another way we hope to get people more involved. If you have a quest.ion or prGbiem
send us a letter .and The Qpimon staff will
get you an answer -- or at least 9-ttempt to.
Contributions from students and faculty
are wekomed. And if you know of an ~
coming even or have an idea. feel free to
sto1Hn. -- J. Anderson, editor.
'

Board. The board deserves congratulations
for recognizing -- and dealing with -- not on-.
ly an immediate problem but also an
underlying one tha t even more seriously
threatened the future of the moot court
program.
The immediate proble m was the large
number of students taking part in the moot
court competition over the last two
semesters. So large were the numbers that
the board had trouble finding enough rooms
and judges for oral arguments. In addition,
the large numbers lengthened the time
needed for eliminations. By limiting oral
argument tQ competitors with the top 16
brief scores the board s new rules not Qnly
keep numbers within bounds but als_o h~lp
assure the quality of argument.
The underlying problem was related to
the first. One reason for the large number of
entrants is. that an increasing number of
students saw moot court as an easy way tQ
gain two credits and fulfill their long-paper
requirement. Easy? Yes - for those who l;)Ut
minimal effort into their briefs and hoped,
usually successfully to be eliminated in the
first round of oral argum~nt. That approach
to the competition not only threatened the
integrity of the moot court program, but
was also unfair to contestants who worked
hard on briefs and oral arguments.
The new rules will force all contestants to
put more nearly equal effort into their
briefs. Only those who meet with faculty advisors and rewrite their drafts to the advisors' satisfaction will fulfill their lQngpaper r~ement.
The board put many .hours into analyzing
the moot court program 'S weaknesses
discussing what must be done - and then
deciding exactly how to do it. In addition,
the board overcame one of the major
hurdles to such changes -- the. often-heard
objection that "We never did it that way
before." It was a difficult task, but one to
which the board was equal. --G .M.
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Top of_the News
Voters to decide on new appeals court
By Fred Hawley

For instance, since 1977, Iowa
has an intermediate appellate
court that hears only cases that
are rejected by the supreme
court, which retains all cases
with precedent value. This has
earned the Iowa court the
nickn_ame of "garbage court."
The Iowa appellate court
_publishes no opinions, and its
decisions cannot be cited.
Therefore, questions arise as to

there is the potential for conflicting opinions between districts.
· The appellate courts in both
states, however, have provided
case-load relief to their respective sapreme courts.
One potential benefit of the
delay _in establishing an intermediate court in Minnesota is
lhe opportunity to o.bserve the ex~
perienee of new appellate courts
in other-states. The_planproposed

:n:ately in each of the el~~ back to seven, and a decrease in
judicial districts of the s~te. ac- staff resulting from smaller work
ting · as circuit courts. Other load. Costs ~o litigants would be
panels consisting of five or seven reduced by outstate hearings.
judges would sit in .St. Paul Lo
Another factor that is expected
review the opinions in order to to reduce the cost to maintain the
answer concurrence in auestions
of law.
court system in Minnesota is the
If the amendment pas.ses a combination of municipal, county
committee of lawyers and judges and district courts into one ,
the
ed
f
district-court system. Amdahl
will set llP
proc ure or says he supports this move, as
grganizing the appellate court. there is much dup1ication of funcunder guidelines of the implem.e:n.tmgJegislation. which has tion between those courts.
-al.ready been passed.
William Mitchell Prof. C. Paul
The- apwaJs court will have Jones, who served.on the.Judicial
original jurisdiction .in all cases Planning Committee, points out
Decided
Cases Filed
except first-a~ murder and f;b'at there is now gradual evolua p ~ from the Work~'s Com- tion toward a combination of the
213
1957
178
.84%
pensafion Court of Appeals. The courts of general jurisdiction.
Supreme Court will also have the Jones notes that change in the in1967
372
280
75%
option t-0 issue writs of certiorari stitutions of the law is often slow
in other cases with statewide and accompanied by resistance
1,065
424
40%
1977
significance.
from within. But, there is now
This plan is expected to widespread agreement that the
eliminate the present flood of ap- discussed refonn and streamlin:..
peals- to the supreme court by ing measures are necessary to
making the appellate court the the effective administration of
court of final disposition in 90 per- justice within the state.
cent of the cases now appealed in
Amdahl credits the League of
where the law stands on some for Minnesota addresses the ma- Minnesota. The appeals court . Women Voters as the group most
issues.
jor logistical difficulties ex- should be more a'c.:cessible to politically influential in bringing
The experience in Wisconsin; perienced elsewhere, however.
most .Minnesotans because it will the problem of court reform toatwhere an intermediate court was
The Minnesota plan is to create hear ·cases throughout the state
tenti.on in the ~lature and
establisl:ied in 1978, has been bet- a new court of intermediate instead of sitting only in St. Paul. within th~ legal profession.
ter. Cases may go on to the jurisdiction. This court would Delays should be greatly l Ile ~id
is hopeful that the
Supreme Court. Disposition time consist of 12 permament judges reduced.
· amenament will be ratified by
averages two months, and opi- sitting in rotating-pan~ of three
Part of the cost of maintaining the voters, as that would allow
nions of the intermediate court judges each. At least !llle. judge a new court, estimated at $1.3 the Minnesota Supreme Court
are published. Since the Wiscon- would be chosen from each of the million a year, would be offset by once again to function.effectively
sin appeals court sits in defined eight congressional districts. The a reduction in the number of in the 01.her duties wi1:h which it is
geographic districts, however, panels would near cases alter- supreme court justices from nine charged.

Minnesota is the most populous
state lacking an interaiediate
court o! appeal . A constitutional
amendriient., Lo apperu: on the
Nov. 2 general-election ballot,
wouldprovid~ a remedy.
As ~ Y as 195"5. jn~ges ana
state legislators became.aware of
a developing backlog and delay in
the. appeals proe~s. Most a tnmeys. judges and _po]jticians
now · support the proposed
amendment.
In 1981 the court was able to
issue written opinions in only 396
cases, or 28 percent, of toe 1,391
filed. This year it is estimateµ
that thenumber of cases filed will
exceed 1,700. A civil appeal now
takes about 15 months·, and a
criminal appeal from 17 to 22
months. The American Bar
Association standard for the
length of an appeal is five to six
months. According to Minnesota
Chief Justice Douglas Amdahl,
unless there is court reform,
most Minnesotans will soon be
de¢ed a right to appeal.
Begi.nni.Qg in 1967, the Minnesota: Suweme Com:ttogk steps
to confront the delay, by sitting in
panels of five _iustices, with four
vores.requrred for a decision. Action by the state legislature in
1973 brought the number- of
justices from seven to nine. The
high court itself also recommended placing panels of district-court .
judg~ lo screen eases on.appeal.
but nothing was done. The
Arizona Supreme Court tried that
plan with success in 1975, but
never
implemented
it
· permanently.
To expedite appeals, the Minnesota Supreme Court now uses
three ·methods of hearing cases:
three-judge panels with no oral
arguments, p;mels with abbrevfated ·oral arguments, and
en-bane oral and non-oral hearings. But backlog and delays continue to increase.
State Sen. Jack Davies, chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, said there have been
various obstacles· to court
reform. Most attorneys initially
. opposed an appellate court as an
apparently costly and time-.
consuming additional step in the
appealprocess. During debate attorneys and legislators would express to the supreme court their
support for appellate relief, but
then return to Davies to express
private opposition.
Photos by Jeanne Anderson
Davies himself supported the
. use of three-judge panels from
Mary Jeanne Coyne, the Minne~ota Supreme Court's newest
the district courts as an altermember, is sworn in by Chief Justice Douglas Amdahl.
native to creating a new court. He
suggests that panels of three
B J"eann.e Anderson
board m~leaped to.his feet
judges are, more efficient and
and said, 'I: think Jeanne has
make mw-e ceurageous decisions
Mi:im~_pta is DQW the only state something to tell us. I told them,
than in larger groups of justices,
with two wmnen on its highest and one person said, ' How could
where there is safety in numbers.
c9urt. Mary Jeanne Coyne was -you sit"the:reana not say a word?'
Davies said, however, that app<(mted associate justice by 1t was difficult not to. I was in a
such opposition, and lengthy Gov. Al Quie on Aug. 17. Coyne state of shock:.''
debate of the nature of appellate
A Wa7 graduate of the Univei:sijqins the bench with 25 ears of
reform, may have· delayed the civil practice with the Min- cy of Minnesota Law School
matter to the point of crisis, mak- .neapolis law finh oI Meagher, Coyne was s~ond in her.class. '1
ing the proposed solution better Geer. Mark.ham., Anderson, was the only .female survivor of
than none at all.
Atiamson,
Flaskamp
and. the original .fresbma_n class. w_ith
Amdahl, on the other hand,
Brennan.
.
four women "she said. ·No.wit's
says he objects to the idea of
Coyne is replacing :former a vasfly dillerent world.'
district-court. panels because the Justice James Otis, who is retirAsked if she thought that the
judges woQ]d be reviewing the ac- ing, Otis, a graduate of Yale faet that ·she is a woman will
tions of tlieir brother and sister University and the University of make a difference in the cow-ts
judges. Therein lies potential for · Minnesota Law School, served as. decisions
Coyne resp6.nded:
disharmony among district-court district cOU!'t judge iil the second. "That is a difficult guestion.
judges, he says, creating conflict judicial disbict from 1954 to 1001. When I tarted pradicing, the
of interest and a reluctance ad~ when· he was appointed to the legal profession was a male basquately to review procedural state Supreme Court.
tion. There wereonly two or .three
decisions.
C ~ said ~h was surprised other women in Minneapolis law
Amdahl said he believes that by the appointment. She was pull- firms a t the time. I simply-went
lawyers' initial opposition to ap- ed out of a board meeting on Aug. out and practiced law .as well as I
l)ellate. refonn arose from a 17 and told that she was just ap- could.
.misunderstanding of what was pointed to the Supr_eme Court.
'Tm sure there were lawyers
being woposed, as well as
· One hour later I was back at on_the ether side whotbought that
awareness of the questionable the- meeting. I was acting as l was an easy target because I
results achieved through such secretary and tried to p1ck:up my was female. I tried to dispel that
reform in neighboring states.
notes where l left Qff. One qf the notion. Men don' t practice as

he

State court gains second woman
male lawyers, so I practiced just
as a good lawyer. Now I will try
to be just a good judge.''.
She said that women generally
do tend to think more from a
human-relations viewpoint, while
men think in terms of right and
wrong. "So.that in that way I may
bring a slightly different viewpoint to the court."
She added, "I also think that
wise old men and wise old women
come closer to seeing things from
the same point of view. My partners used to say that r had a
woman's viewpoint, but I'm not
certain that's correct. I may have
a different viewpoint, but not
necessarily
a
woman's
viewpoint.''
Of her 25 years of practice,
Coyne was the sole woman
lawyer in the firm for 23 years.
"But I did have the advantage of
knowing older women lawyers,

and l found that comforting. And
I'm delighted to have · Rosalie
Wahl on the court," Coyne said.
Coyne said she supports the
propo$~ amendment for an intermea.iate ~ppeals court. When·
she clerked with the Supreme
Court as a senior in law school 25
years ago, there were about 200
appeals a year. Now there are
two more justices, and 1,070 appeals were filed for the 1982-83
term already.. (See Appeals
Court; above. )
"I had a meeting with the chief
justice the other day, and he looked sort of sad. He said that five
more appeals came in while he
was out to lunch,'' Coyne said.
Between 1,600 and 2,000 appeals
are expected to be filed this year.
"That divided by nine justices
means an opinion has to be writContinued on page 10

Justice Mary Jeanne In her new office In the Minnesota State
Capitol.
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Legal writing raises credit, requiremeiits
By Lea De Souza

Two years ago, students in the
Legal .Research and Writing
course attended one hour of class
a week, researched, wrote and
rewrote their memos and briefs,
gave their oral arguments - and
were rewarded with two credits.
Last year, . the first-year
students also met one hour a
week with their appointed adjuncts and did the same
assignments as the students did
the year before, but a new aspect
to the course w as added. A decision was made that the students
needed more guidance in the
"research" aspect of the course,
and so "research guides" were
introduced.
·
Neither the students nor the ad-.
juncts took them very seriously;
_so.qietimes they were completed
and handed in, but most of the
time they were handed out to
students and then -forgotten. At
the end of the year; these
students were rewarded with two
credits, as was the practice.
This year, there have been
more changes in the program.
The. biggest change comes with
the addition of two credits to the
course. To earn these added
credits, more is expected from
students.
Although· written
assignments have remained consistent with those of previous
years, students will be meeting
two hours a week and will have to
take the research guides more
seriously. In fact, completion of
the guides are mandatory for a
passing grade, although they are
not graded.

Prof. -Ghristina .Kunz, . along
with two a dditions to th~ l egal
writing department, Profs. Peter
Erlinder
and
Deborah
Schmedemann, worked on the
research guides during the summer. (Last year the guides were
being written as the year went
on.) What they did was edit, and
sometimes completely rewrite,
the guides that were used last
year. They also added two riew
guides dealing with legislative
history
and
administrative
materials.
Students will be required to
complete the majority of the
guides in the first semester, leaving only two for the second
semester. (Last year the department was not so well organized.
On the last day of classes a
·research guide was handed out to
the students so that they could
look it over during the summer.)
Schmedemann said the newlyedited guides will have a "more
obvious methodology" to them
than before. She also said that
William Mitchell's legal wnting
program is different from most
programs offered at other law
schools througliout the country.
This difference is that Mitchell's
program offers research and
writing together: theory and
practice · are combined into one
course.
Another aspect offered by Mitchell that is virtually unheard of
in many 9ther law schools is the
large number of adjunct instructors involved in Mitchell's program. Apart from the three full-

~g~ents

grading
comQlaioed
"that many adjun.c ts had never
taught before. Another was
displeased beca use thev were:not.
easily availa~le for qtie§tions.
NevertQe!ess, thP...re seem to be
no plans to move back to the
traditional WcIT of teaching,
because the advantages of smallgroup instruction are considered
to outweigh the disadvantages.

To stem the outflow of books
and materials not tjleeked out by
~.rarians, the William Mitchell
administration and library staff
have installed an electronic dam
across the library exit.
This - screening
device,
manufactured by the 3M Co.,
directs
a
magnetic
field,
det ~ beam af patrons leaving the library. li the beam
detects the magnetic strip in a
book that bas not been checked
out by an electronie" .librarian.
behind -the reservec desk, an
alarm beep-beeps, and the large
tubalar arm E:,Xt$lding from the
machio.e across the exit locks into
place. The violator is trapped l>llt only if the system bas
worked.

Problems with the machinery
i tself and secwity in g.eneralmay
render the screening device
ineffective.
One problem with the system is

daat

1G1Be

boob are ·aat fitted

with the thin magnetfc strip that
actuates the alarnL Btit even
some books that do have the strip
fail to set off the alarm.
"Not all the books have been
taped yet," said Peggy Lubozynski, an assistant librarian and
second-year student at Mitchell.
"Most of the books have been
taped, but we've already had one
student return a book that he accidently took out; the book didn't
set the alarm off.
I picked a boQk a t rand9m and
walked through the exit and the
alarm did not go off. The
librarian at the desk then taped
the book (the strip is almost impossible to see w.hen in place),
and I walked through the exit
again ... with no resulting beepbeep. I backed up and tried
again; this time .the alarm went
off.
The detecting system was installed to help reduce the approximately $11,000 worth_of replaceffll'Jllt

~ . tn. the

colleH ead,

4 go to Moot
Court Meet

Photo by 8Cott Miff

Peter EHlncler and o.borah Schmedemann are new faculty
members assigned to Mitchell's expanded legal-writing
program.
time faculty . members heading integrate the legal writing prothe department, Mitchell has 20 gram with other subjects was
adjuncts, nine of them new this made because many members of
the faculty felt that there should
year teaching classes of approxbe more "formal, additional, con~
imately13 students each. In addition, two full-time faculty tinuing writing requirements on a
members, Profs. Marcia Gelpe regular basis after the first
and Douglas Heidenreich, are year." Eventually, it is hoped, all
each instructing a legal writing members of the full-time faculty
will participate in the program,
class ·
·
Gelpe and Heidenreich are in- which will help bring legal
structing these classes to incor- writing together with all other
porate other subjects with legal subjects.
There has been much criticism
writing, and it was felt that the
best way to do that was to include of the adjuncts by students. Many
faculty members who are involv- students contend that there is too
much inconsistency in the aded with other subjects.
juncts'
teaching
methods,
Heidenreich said the attempt to

New security system installed
to stem loss of library materials
By Steven Patrow

and

criteria. One student

year for book and document
theft.
.
A memorandum to the administration about a library inspection report dated Jan. 19-22,
1982, stated that the $11,000 figure
does not include · staff time expended on processing replacement materials. In fact, the
report states, "When that figure
is factored in the actual replacement cost [the] cost is easily
$6,400 or higher than she [the
library director] estimates it to
be."
The report also states that student and library staff moral is
damaged by those who steal or
secretly borrow materials.
"And the dollar figure does not
and cannot reflect patron irritation and frustration at being
unable ~o find books " the report
says. "Usually Ute books most in
demand are those which are
missing . . . nor does the dollar
· figure reflect the demoralization
of staff that comes with patron
disaffection."
Associate
Dean
Melvin
Goldberg said the cost of the
acreening system was low -$13,000 - comwred to the cost of
books and. labor lost each year
due to theft.
"We learned we were losing
more on the books than the cost of
the sys tem," Goldberg said.
Althougb fhe system JS now in
place and has been operating for
~ veral weeks, sec_lJI"i.ty problelJ!S
still plague the library and its
stafL

Lubozynski .said that many
times since the device was installed, other access routes to
and from the library have been
open to potential book stealers.
"During Homecoming the fire
A new security system has been installed at the main en,,. doors on the south side of the
school were left open all morning
t ranee to th e l"b
• rary.
. so people could just walk in and

Four William Mitchell students
will represent the college in the
regional round of the National
Moot Court Competition in
November.
The four are Susan Bedor,
Nicole Nee, Ronn Kreps and
David Meyers, members of the
top two teams in the college competition last spring.
The regional round will be held
Nov. 18 through 20 at Hamline
University Law School. Teams
from Hamline, the University of
Minnesota, the University of
North Dakota, the University of
Iowa and Drake University will
take part.
Winners of the regional rounds
go on to the final round in New
York City early next year.

First advanced writing class
offered during summer session
As a supplement to the legal their work . By meeting with the
writing program, Prof. Douglas students o~ strictly an individual
Heidenreich offered a seven-and- basis with the exception of Lh~ ina-half week legal writing itial and final .;lass meetings,
Heidenreich pursued his goal. By
workshop during the swnmer.
assigning and reassigning short
The main objective of the writings, .his students improved
course was to improve students' their skills, especially over the
writing skills and abilities, to first drafts submitted.
help them understand for whom
The legal writing workshop is
they were writing, and what they the only advanced writing course
were trying to accomplish.
now offer~ . According to
Heidenreich said his intention Heidenreich, h owever, "there is
was to make students more sen- no specific plan to offer it next
sitive to their own problems so summer, although it is a
that they could objectively edit possibility."

out with books," Lubozynski said.
'"I;he fire d~rs on the level going
down. to the basement have been
propped open many times - not
just uniocked, but propped
open. ,

Golberg said there were some
problems with open fire doors,
but that there is a definite commitment to curtail further security breaches. Golberg also said,
penal~ for s ~ ng books
would be severe .
" Under the student code, stealing books is a basis for suspension or expulsion from school,"
Golberg said. "We assume that
students will help enforce security in the library."
Lubozynski said that some of
the library security problems are
due to user disregard for the new
security device,
and that
violators are not always students.
"I saw one faculty member
showing four people, no students,
how to get by the system,"
Lubozynski said.
While the detection system
may have its technical flaws and
some books have not been processed into the system, the
library report states in its recommendations that any system is a
"vast improvement over no
security system at all. "

Lecture series
announced
Following fs a list Qf upcoming

lee.tores in a series sponsored by

the W1lliam Mitchell Law
Review. The series covers
aspects of legal research and
writing. The lectures are open to
all faculty
members
and
i;;tudents. They are held at 8 : 30
.m. in Room 111.
Oct. 7: Writing for your audience
Oct. 28: Writing style and
organization of a paper
·
Nov. 18 : Use of the Minnesota
State Legislative Library
Dec. 2: To be announced
Jan. 13 : Federal legislative
research
Feb. 3: Minnesota legislative
research
Feb. 24: Writing problems :
· writing explanatory parentheticals; writing a conclusion
March 17 : Use -of Lexis
April 14: Microfilm, microfiche
and federal documents
April 28: To be announced

Development ·director
sets fund-raising goals.
Dian EversoJ~ Mitcbell•s third
development diieci.or, bas been
charged with eslablisbing the
framework for a major capital
campaign.
With a budget of $100,000, Eversole's immediate task is to assess
the long-range needs of the
college.
·
"First, priorities must be set,"

Dian Eversole

said Eversole, who started her
job last May 1. "It is my job to
research all areas of the school to
see where the needs are, to assess
what is most fundable and then to
report to the board of trustees."
Once t]J.e board decides upon
the target, the major giving cam- .
paign
will
be · launched.
"Probably within the next 18 to 24
months," said Associate Dean
Robert Oliphant.
Some of the projects being considered are a new library complex, a new wing and the college's
own self-sustaining student loan
fund.
·

Eversole comes fo Mitchell
from the University of Minnesota, where · she served as
development officer for the Minnesota Medical Foundation: ,She
has wocke_d in fllndraising an4
grant solicitation since 1978, first
at the University of Wisconsin~
Lacrosse, then as a private
consultant.
While planning for the major
capital campaign, Eversole is
also worlong on current funding
needs. She bas develo~ a plan
to hold a series of luncheons on
campus for influential people in
the Twin Cities. ·
These luncheons will serve to
"clarify Mitcheirs image in the
community -- to let people .know
what we do here," said Eversole.
A major fundraising dinner bas
also beeri planned.for next spring.
Uis hoped that the runner I honoring and roasting Judge Ronald
Ha~y, the college1s alumni
director, will attract national and
state figures.
1n developing the capital campaign, Eversole said, stie plans to
concentrateonindiTiauaLdono~.
alumni as well as others. One
plan. to make donations more at.
tractive- is to offer potential
donors several methods of giving,
including various kinds of deferred gifts. .
To assure that this venture
does not cost the students money,
· it bas ~n made a requirement
of her · position that Eversole
generate enough donations to
cover the cost of her budget.
"Furthermore,''
Oliphant
pointed out, "the $100,000
development budget was taken
out of the balance sheet, not out of
student revenue, and the money
raised· will go· directly toward
keeping
tuition down."
.
.·
..
(
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Opinion staff at work on first issue
Working on the first issue of The Opinion are Lea De Souza, who has been appoi~ted assistant editor; George McCormick, associate editor, who expects to graduate in January;
Jeanne Anderson, editor; Kate San.telmann, who will succeed McCormick In January; and M.
Chapin Hall, a reporter.

Registration delays irk students;
plan offered to speed process
By Beth Culp

Students confronted by heat,
humidity and long waits duing
fall registration were less than
impressed with the college's new
computerized system.
Complaints and criticisms
echoed through the corridor outside the boardroom; and there
were rwnbles of mutiny inside
the cooler sanctum of Room 111
as students watched their assigned r~istration times come and
go.
Yet, for most students, the
ordeal was apparently soon
forgotten, since fewer than 10
students accepted the invitation
. to air their grievances in a forum
provided by the SBA Sept. 2.

Moot court rules change,
but long-paper credit ends----By George McCormick

In the past. all competitors
went through at least the first

round of oral argument. Last fall,
BULLETIN: As this issue of
The Opinion went to press, and
after the following article was set
in type, the Curriculum Committee voted to end long-paper credit
for participation in the moot
court program.

This fall's moot court competition is being con.dueteo under new
rules designed to improve the
quality of briefs and arguments
according· to members of the
Moot Ceurt Board.
One major change is that contestants will compete individually instead of as members of two,.
or three-person t~s. Another is
that only the competitors with the
t-0p 16 brief scores will take part
in oral argument.

45 teams entered the competition,

poor quality of the briefs .in the
past," she said.
·
Both LaFave and Brennan contended fhat some teams in the
past submitted carelessly written
and ill-researched briefs and
made no effort to go beyond the
first round of oral argument. If
they did so for two semesters
members of such teams complet.ed their longapaper require.ment and r.eceived two credits.
"We felt that the competition
was being cheapened," said
Brennan.

and the board had trouble lining
up rooms and finding enough
judges. The large number o(
teams also
lengthened the
elimination process leading to the
final round of oral argument.
"The board agreed that the
competition was getting out of
hand/' said Jim LlFave; -cllairman of the MootCourtBoard. Not
only was it difficult to arrange
oral argument fol" so many
teams, he ~ but the . As a result; La'Fave and Bren,.
nw:nber of briefs required too nan said, the college was
many grader:s, resultin_g in incon- threatening to end the long:-paper
sistent brief scores. The board credit for moot court wock.
was also concerned about the
Under the new rules, each·conpoor quality of many briefs, he testant will have to discuss his or
said.
· her first brief draft with a faculty
Board member Seaneen Bren- advisor, then rewrite the brief in
nan agreed. "The primary ·
reason for the changes was the
Continued on page 10

Associate
Dean
Melvin
Goldb$-g was p ~ t to respond

to questions, listen to complaints
hear - suggestions from
. students. Those wbo attended
· were presented with copies of a
- proposalfQr reform of tbeJottery
· system formulated by Robert
Etic~ a senior.
_
The "Price Proposal' would
allow students fo register for
electives in an order based on the
exact mmiher of credits they had
:received and were currently
registered for. For example, a
stuoent with 49 credits would
regi,ster before a student with 48
. credits. Students with the same
_omnber of credits would be placed in a pool and their names
seJected at random to determine
their priority w.ithin that group.
Under the present lottery
system, students -are placed in
three .mam pools: students with
76 to 88 credits. 64 to 75 credits
and 48 to 63 credits are assigned
their
regi&trafion.
priority
tltrou_gh random selection within
the applicable pool As a result, a
atudent Wllh 48 credits could
register before a student with 63
credits.
Goldberg .says the administratiorr is willing and able to lll!P"1ement the proposal., but will a.wait
a formal resolution by the ~A.
Goldberg lll1{ed students to voice
their. approval or disapproval of
the proposal to the.ir SBA
represenfa:tives and asked that
students w.ho are opposed to the
revision be prepared to state
their reasons.
Aecording to G9ldberg, if approved by the SBA the system
:Could be operating in time for
spring registration. The Sfl?l:em
eould be implem.ent.ed through
compaler printouts, which w.ould
be sent to each student a few
weeks prior to registration. Tb~
printouts would match the
student s ID number with the

- and

number of credits he or she had
receiv~ (including cr~ts they
were currently registered for)
and show their assigned registration 6me.
For those closed out of desired
elec_tives at fall registration
Goldberg offered some conso1ation. ' obody's law career
hinges on. g~tti~ into a particular course, .no matter bow
great fhe professor is, ,, be said.
"The law will be cbaDging
anyway within five years, and if
it doesn't change, then it's probably not important."
Logistically, spring registration will be very much like fall
registration. The boardroom will
again be used because ofitsJocation near the computer and
because it has the _potential for
air conditioning, which is impo1:
tant for the well-being of the termiru!1s as wcll as the operators.
Goldberg saijl, how~,,er, that
changes would be. implemented
to maximize efficiency and
minimize waiting.
In explaining the long w.aits experienced by many during fa]]
r(gistration, Goldberg emphasized that it was the fu:st time the
new system had been used for the
regular t~tration and that the
major failing was in.not allowing
enough time for each student. As
a result, in the future fewer
students will be assigned to a
time sloL In addition, time will
not be taken to print out the
registration
forms
.during
regi$tration. They will be printed
later and made available to
stuaents after re~tration bas
~ded_
Gold®rg's ultimate goal is to
process students in 15 minutes
from the time they arrive. he is
successful, stude.nts' initial disenchantment wjth tne new system
may be replaced by that rarest of
sentiments for law students gratitude.

O'CONNELL'S
Grand Avenue's favorite spot for fine food; spirits and nightly entertainment.
Bill & Steve O'Connell invite you to stop in tJJroughout the summer and enjoy their great entertainment line-up.
Every Monday

David Cahalan

Every Tuesday

656 Grand Avenue• 22&:2522

Dan Perry
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· An interview with
~fef Ju~ti_ce ' arren E. Burger doe ~ n l oft.en «rant fnLeuiew
punn; a VJS1t lo l. Paul in late Au~usl. howevet he agr-eed to b~
lllten:.~ wed ~ The Opinion 's editor. Jeanne Anderson, and
·
ass:c'.at~ editor. ~rge I\IcCormick. The int nf ,, \\a · condne1ed
Au.,. 16 tn the Minne ota Club in downt<J'\n ·,. Paul.
~la- tba,t day. the cbJef ~u t~ce, an alumnus of the ·1. Paul CQl~e of La,~ ~-one o~ the msnwnons that merged to form what
__came _William MUchelll. p ke to first,_ ear ·1.udents at litchell'
onentaoon program.
~he_ foter •iew , as ~auscribed b • lbe chief ju Lie • ·tafi :u the
U . uprean Cow·t m Washing, n .
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We could begin by talking a
.little bit about y our trip t.o Italy.
You me.t with the pope there di.d
you not?
'

Yes, I did briefly. I did not request an audieru:e, but when I
got there I found that an audience bad been arranged. I had
met the pope_twice before: once
at the White.House and once
when I was his host a t the ·
Smith_sonian Institution on the
occas1on of-presenting him with
the Smithse~ Medal - a gold:
m edal that IS very rarely given
by the institution.
The purpose of y our trip, as I
:r:ec~ll, was to meet with Italian
Junsts. Is that correct?

I bad accepted an invitation
for a lecture sponsored by the
Supreme Con$litutional Goart of
Italy; Scholars political scientis~ and others were also pre~ent on the occasion. My lecture
was to explain the background
and the history ef Marbury v
-¥a~on an? bow the concept of
JUdicial reV1ew of the actions or
other branches had evolved even
though it was not ~licit in the
Coristltituion, but only implicit.
, ,1 shoul~ acld, by the way, that
1t s. only .m recent years that the
constitutional authority to
review 1~1ative acts has been
placed inltal s bigllest court
It's a very recent development.
We had talked a little earlier

a.bout your interest in improving
the administration of jristice.
C-Ould you talk brief]y about
some <>;f the changes that you've
seen smce you' ve begun emphasizing that need?
There are substantial improvements, but there is so
much left to do that sometimes
the unresolved problems make
our improvements of the. fast 10
or_~ y ~ look ven, very
~ OI\ Tmr e m-e improvemerus
m sev~ respects however
Fi:rst,Jn the r•a1 system:we
-!10'iV have an acceptance of the
idea of.court administra tors ..:: a
manager who assists the chief
judges in the management and
~dministration, leaving the
Ju~es ta do wbat they are a.ppomtea fo do. ~ngress initially
gave only one circuit executive
for each feder irl circuit, which is
a small beginning, butan important one. All but one Gf the circuits use a circuit executive,
who is a court administrator.
Consistently, for 10 years I
asked Congress to broaden that
out and provide administrators
for .the larger district courts:
~t is, the- district courts in the
big centers like the. Southern
District of New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles and so forlh. Congress, _two years ago, _gave.
authpno/ for a pilot.program in
14. distriets. We now have an administrator for these larger
courts,. That pilot program will
go on_ior several years and then
be evalnated. I am confident
that it will prove very effective
and that C o ~ will then
authorize eouit administratol'S
for probably 30 of the federal
~tricis: that is, those having
eight or more federal district
judges.

Well, it certainly has proven
to be fraluable in the state court
system in Minnesota .
Another important development came in 1969 ·when the
legislation for circ~t executives
had not y~t been passed. I made
a speech to the American Bar
Association, with the title which ·
was in the form of a question:
" Court Administrators: Wbera
Would We Find Them."
There were probably not more
than a handful of people in the
country who could accura tely be
called " court administra tors. " ·
We drafted most of them to be
on the faculty of the Institute for
Court Management that we
created in la te 1969. This group
for the faculty were beaded up
1:>y E;d Mc.Connell, who is now
the director or the Na tional
Center for State Courts c- and . .
that's another story I'll come
back to.
I proposed the creation of the
Institute for Court Management,
and, under the leadership of
Bernard ~al, then pr~ident of
the Amencan bar we.had that
institution created within 90
days. It has trained in its fulltime course of six months more
than 350 court administrators.
Overwhelmingly, they have been
absorbed into the state- systems
and we _now have a totally new'
profesSJon created in. this country. I'm not sure of the exact
figure but it's somewhere between 300 and 400 pr ofessionally
trained people who are now
engaged in court administration.
I think I recall that at that
time a national organization of
court administrators had fewer
than 30 members, and that included many who were clerks of
courts, only a handful who were
. true court administrators.
Now I should. add that there
are a g-OOd many clerks of court
who fnnetion as court administrators, but it's a minority
of them, and in some instances
the clerks of court have become
court administrators, but the
two functions are quite different.

Before the crea·tion of the
center was there really no way
for an admimstrator to learn
that profession except on the
job?
.

That's right. It had to be onthe-job training, and that
originated with Chief Justice
Vanderbilt of New Jersey, who
was r eally the patron saint of
court administrators. He trained
Ed McConnell now the head of
the National Center for State ·

Courts.
McConnell had been a
graduate of the Harvard Law
School and the Harvard School
of Business, and that was really
the beginning: the.recognition
that courts can't run
themselves and chief justices
don't .have either the time-or
always the inclination to do it
properly. Lawyers, law-trained
people, are not generally good
administrators. ·

It's also a waste of the judges'
time and talents ? ·

Right. We shouldn't have the
chief justice of tlie courts s~ding time on matters tha t do not
need a la..vyer when they need a
~ag_erial type, a person who
either has instinct or training in
a dministration -- or; better yet a combination of both.
' ·
Then another step that has
been important in improving
was the creation of the National
Center for State Courts in 1971. I
urged the calling of a conference
on the judiciary on all the problems of the courts. That was
sponsored by the Department of
Justice and was held iil
Williamsburg.
I was asked to make the
keynote :speech. I did so, and the
es;sence of the s ~ h was that
we should create a National
Center for State Courts. The
courts of the states had no common clearing house for exchange of ideas, no spokesman.
The nearest thing to it was the
Conference of State Chief
Justices, which had no funding,
no structure or organization but
it was a beginning.
'
The National Center for State
Courts was then created. It now
has a $3-million headguartet'S
building a t Williamsburg Va.,
and five branch offices, one of
which is St. Paul. It has performed remarkable service to
the states. I believe that most of
~ states help SUDoort it n ow.
Wllb. programs of support
from the f ederal government
necessarily changing, the Natio~ Center has real problems,
but 1t should be supported by a

combination of the private sector and contributions from each
of the states because its sole
purpose is to serve the state
courts - where nine-tenths of all
litigation occurs. Happily, now
the governing body of that
center is made up of the chief
justices of the states and their
surrogates, who are cin the actual board of directors.
You talked about some of
these - I used the word accomplishments; you said you
preferred to use the word steps .
~ and I think indicated that even
s!eps toward the improvement
of the administra tion of j ustice
are really solving the problem
and perhaps keeping up with the
increasing problem.
You have also talked
repeatedly about the steadily
rising caseload, .not only of the
U§ SUpreme Court, bufof the
federal courts in general, and as
I recall you have suggested that
there are some things that Con- ·
gress could do or could not do to
at least slow that rise in
caseload.

. To begin with, even though
there have been some substantial improvements, the fact is
.that changes - the increase in
litigation - is almost outpacing
the improvements. I shudder to
think wmre we would be in the
administration of justice in this
country if these changes of the
past dozen years had not been

made.

·

But there is more to be done
~ most people realize. There
tS a great deal of unfinished
business.
Just one measure, for exam,
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ple: the courts of appeal in the
federal system in the last 10
years have had an increase in
their work 16 times as much as
the growth in population. The
state courts have a comparable
increase. The trial courts have
had similar increases, but less.
There is an increasing tendency in this country to turn to the
courts for the solution of all problems. If Congress or the state
legisl3ture d~n't solve a problem, tlrer-e is a tendency to run
to court. Of course, Montesquieu
long, long ago, and Lord Bryce,
said that this was a peculiar
characteristic of the American
people -- to bring matters to the
courts.
I fear we are not going to
change the American people,
although I am hopeful that there
will be an increasing use of arbitration and other alternative
methods of resolving these matters. Tha.t is what the Pound
Conference in 1976 was all
about. The total cost in dollars
to process modest claims -- and
by that I mean claims of less
than $10,000 -- I suspect is more
than the $10,000 that is involved
in the case .
I have cooperated with the
Rand Corporation in research,
and I am anticipating some
reports soon. From what I know
of these studies, it may develop
that we have a very wasteful
practice in dealing with cases,
as I say, under $10,000 .
Something has got to be done
about that.

Are there some ideas you
think would be good for legislation? Anything that stands out?

There are a great many things
handled in the court which could
be handled administratively at
far less expense, far less stress
on the participants -- and much
speedier. For example, there is
no reason why adoptions need to
be handled by judges; there is
very little reason why child
custody should be matter for
judges, although some judicial
review should be available after
an administrative procedure.
Probate of estates could be done
administratively with only contested matters going to a judge.
There are other areas that
should be studied and inquired
into, and in that respect the
Pound Congress in 1976 in St.
Paul opened up some of these. I
should say, too, that the conse-.
quences of the Pound Conference have been very gratifying. A tremendous number of
activities and studies were
stimulated by that conference .
We won't know the results of
those studies for some time, but
the impact over the next 20
years, I think, is going to be
very substantial - very
significant.
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The origjnal Pound speech
surely had CQIJSiderable impact,
did it not?

Yes. The Pound speech was
made at a meeting of the
American Bar Association in the
House of Representatives
building in St. Paul and bis
speech was not well recei:v~ by
the American Bar Association,
. which at that time was not nearly the kind of broadly representative organization it is now.
My recollection is that the
ABA had UewerJ than 25,000
members, and, of course, it's
more than 10 times greater than
that today - in excess of 300,000.
lt is potentially a great .influence
for improvmg-justice in this
country. But. in 1976, it was time
after 70 years from 1906 to take
another look at it, and.that's
what we did. We looked at the
unfinished business that pound
had laid out.

No question about it, and it
will continue and it will increase
unless we do something about it.
The problems are more serious
today than in 1906.

ed to operate within the adversary system, but also because
their professional obligation is
zealously to represent the interest of their clients, that
perhaps when a lawyer gets involved in an alternative disputeresolving mechanism - mediation or arbitration -- that there
could be some problems for the
lawyer.

And, as I noted earlier, you
did call there for "new
machinery for resolving
disputes." You have already
talked about greater use of
mediation and arbitration. I
talked recently with some people who are involved in a new
program that has just been set
up by the Hennep in Count.v Bar
Association with cooperation of
the state bar and with funding
from the Northwest Area Foun_dation to again expand the use
of mediation. And, as I recall,
the emphasis in that program is,
rather than imposing a solution
on parties to the dispute, to help

There could well be if lawyers
insist on every facet of the
aspects of the adversary
system; then they will hinder
progress. In many of these
areas of mediation, even arbitration, trained personnel,
something like the paralegals,
are entirely satisfactory as advocates for the smaller claims.
One of the reasons the smallclaims courts have not lived up
to their original promise of 50 or
60 years ago w as tbal gradually
we were inC?QIPOrationg into the
small-claims courts all the
aspects of the adversary system
-- pleadings, lawyers - where a

And you found, as I recall,
that this was, the subtitle, as it
were, for the conference -- you
found that there was still plenty
of cause for "popular
dissatisfaction with justice."

' ...rough justice'
those parties solve their own
through the use of a trained
mediator -- help those parties
solve their own problems.

Yes, and we must increase
that. If we look at the experience of other countries, we'll
see that they do with the frac'tion of the number of lawyers
and a fraction of the number of
judges, and yet in most of the
countries of Europe, for example, where these processes are
highly developed, the justice
that is administered is very good .
It is as good as ours, generally
·speaking, on the civil side, and I
think it's pretty hard to fault
criminal justice in the free countries of continental Europe or in
England. As Pound said, we
have overdone the adversary
system.
It has been suggested that not
only because lawyers are train-

common sense was what was
needed.
We've got to turn back to that
early concept. Every case, the
small ~ases especially, does not
need a lawyer -- a trained
lawyer from the adversary
system.
In the ancient times, the
elders of a village or town were
the people to whom adversaries
went to settle their problems.
They didn't need panelled courtrooms and judges with robes
and lawyers with ail the panoply
of the profession. They had a
simpler system.
No system of justice, no matter how sophisticated, can really
produce anything more than
what the late Lord Chief Justice
Widgery of England called
"rough justice." If we produce a
good brand of "rough justice,"
we are doing pretty well.

There is perhaps a return to
that in at least some of these experimental progcarils - return to
that use of the el ders, to use the
old phrase. The new program
that I just mentiflned, started by
the Hennepin County Bar, will well, it will use lawyers as
mediators in some instances; in
others -- for example, vandalism
involving juveniles -- they will
use people from the community
who. I think, serve as the same
Junction: they are el ders; they
are people with their roots in th~
commtmity; conversant with the
people and the val ues of fha.t
community and able to use. their
common sense to arrive at
rough justice without the
''panelled courtrooms."

I agree very, very strongly
with that. Lawyers, we lawyers
and judges, have no monopoly
on common sense.
We'd like to think so, though.

Yes, we do like to think so. We
think we have a little bit higher
order. But common sense and a
sense of fairness is what we
need in a vast array of small
cases. Judges should be reserved for heavier cases.
If I may, sir, I would like to
turn to another issue involving
lawyers. You have suggested
that far more lawyers than
should be the case are not well
prepared to represent the interests of their clients in a courtroom, and, since, you have said
that there have been some
responses not only from the
orgamzed bar. but certainly
-from the Jaw schDQls. Do y ou
find those responses to be moving in the right direcuoo?

Yes I do, very definitely. At
first, you recall, the legal profession and particularly the law
-professors had a.rather .negative
.reaction when I made the statement that up-to half of the
lawyers who come into the courtroom in some parts of the cel!Dtry were inadequate for tbe job
they w~e assigned to do. The
studies, which were prompted
by the Association of American
Law Schools and by the
American Bar Association, after
Continued on page 8

P:age_s,

Burger (Continued from page
tlrat confirmed my own ~
- much. to the surprise of some.
Now this- varies from state to
state. I would think that in Minnesota, without being
chauvinistic about ~ we have.a
higher per~tage of qualified
lawyers-coming into the courts
than in some: olber places.
The law schools, when they
pursued thesesubjects and the
American Bar Association
studies found that there was a
wide-spread belief among
lawyers who graduated in the
· last IS or 20 years t.hat the law
schools had not preparei:1 them
for practical problems for dealing with their clients and with
the courts.
One rather humorous development occurred at some point:·
About two years ago, -perhaps
three, Harvard announced a $2.5
million pr.ogram for ~ in
trial adn1cacy. Some columnist
Temarked that perhaps the chief
justice cuu1d be wrong about his
evaluation of courtroom perfor.mance. But the chief justice and
Harvard Law School could not
_possibly l>e wrong.
There has been a very wide
change:in the content of the c91"riculum of the law schools in the
past five years. I'm ~ted, of
course, that my old law school
came out so well.in the trialadvocacy program. It was really
remarkable that they came out
as one of the two top in the
Unit.ed States gj.ven the great
resourees and advantages of
some of the other Jaw-schools.

When di.d you institute this
issue of training in law schools?
Well, j t became more acute to
me after I had gone on the ·
bench, but it began on the first
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hospital [that] they are competent, and their work is
.monitored by senior doctors and
the incom_petents are weeded

out

We haven't had anything like
Qlat in the law, and, unl~ we
think that peoples rigpts that
come.in litigation are less imc
portant than their health very
much less, weshould have oeen
QOing something about this a
long time ago.
What eneourages me is a
change in the attitude of both
the profession and of the
academic community in recent
years. I think we are going in
tbe right directions 110w, and it
-will produce better
practitioners.
Now letmeem~e this:
Our law schools have done a
superb job of training the
students, the future Jawyers., in
legal analysis legal thinking,
but that isn't enough. That is
just the beginning, just as it .is in
medicine. How to do it, how to
take care of the client's problems, requires some additional
tr:a:i:mng, and that must begin in
the law schools. It can't be.
finished there, but it's got to
begin there, and I think we now
recognize. that.

years after I .came out of law
school in St. Paul. I went to the
president or the Ramsey County
bar andJ!;~posed that we could
have a · ·c.;tl pr-ogram where
we would draw in the senior
lawyers and judges of the state
and federal courts to have a
continuing-education pregram.
As often happens, the president of the- bar association
disposed of me by making-me
chairman of the committee. I
recall very w~ how we started;
we met in the St. Paul Publie

Library just across the street
from where we are sitting in the
Minnesota Club today. We invited just the younger lawyers - I think age 35 was the limit. We
then asked a lawver who was

active in plaintiffs' cases to present a program on how to
prepare, investigate and try a
plaintiff's case.
This was so popular that -at
the secend meeting when we had
a defense counsel present, the
counterpart on the defense of
such a case, we nearly doubled
the attendance. And very soon.
as those programs continued, wewere having lawyers who were

50 55 and aver attend.mg_
I recall -particularly one pro-

Hennepin bar starts
'new machinery'

The Hennepin County Bar
Association recently established
a program to r.esolve legal
disputes through mediation - the
kind of alternative to litigation
urged by Chief Justice Warren
Burger in · the -accompanying
interview.
· Called the Mediation.Center for
D.ispute Resalution, the program
was established bytheeounty bar
group as a result of a two-year
study to examine ways to resolve
'Might it be an idea to go
disputes in ways other ~ forbeyood, to draw oa yourpara]l.el
mal adjudication..
-with medi.cilre - to go beyond
The program bas- been funded
the beginning in Jaw sch.ool and
by a three-year grant of more
perhaps institute somethiny;like
than $100 000 from the Northwest
a residency program once a
.Area Foundation o( St. Paul. The
lawyer gets out of school an.il
foundation has already given the
W~ as a student at your old
begjns u, practi.ce? Some sort of
center $89 0'25 Ior the year that
Jaw school, I make no pretense
peer evaluation and contirmed
began July 1. Another $35,000 will
of aQt being cbauviaistie
_
trmning: is that practical?
be given the following year and
Students at William Mi.tcJteil are
$30,000 will be awarded in the
That's got to be done. 1n the
very much aware of the I.act
that hJst.yea:r the trial-aiivocacy federal court system as a r.esult . thi:ro year, bringing the total
grant to $104,025.
program was awarded the Emil- of some of these, as -part of
Jy Gumpert award by the
som~ of these developments we
The money will be used for a
now have pilot programs going
Americ.an College ofTri~
two--part program. The first part,
on in a number of districts reLawyers, as you know.
already under way, involves· the
The Mitchell college team was guiring-an. exam ination.:before a establishment of mediafum serrunner-up .in.the national comJawyer is -permitted to tcy cases
vices-for two grou~, low-income
petition as well.
in the- federal courts. That:inpeople and juvenile offenders.
cludes the written. ~ t i . o n
Yes - yes it was. So there are
The second part will involve eftwo I think, very good blts of
to be sure they have at least
forts to promote the-use ofmedia'-evidence that the program is do- read the Federal Rules of Civil
tion tQ settle leg_al disputes. That
ing somethi!Jg rigbt. m addilinn, and.Criminal and Appellate.Pro- part will include helping other
at William Mitchell- again you cedure-and the Rules of
organizations set np similar
Evidence and that they have
are certainly familiar with this
pregrams.
had some.exposure to tlie prac- we have a highly developed
clinical program, wlricb ena:bh?s
tical processes of preparing -a
~ t i ~ :is a voluntary prostudents fo follow their interests, case for trial, selecting a jury
cess.ln which a neutral third parbeJ t civil litigation or criminal
how to ask questions and haw
ty help.s disputants reaclimntual~
.q.o to ask questions.
law labor law, a.drtuliistrative
ly satisfactory solutions. The em_Jaw, and actually to get 011t and
We won't haYe a report on
work under the supervision of
those -pilot programs for perhaps pnas-is, according to the center's
president, John H. Wolf is to
attorneys. Do you see that as a
another-year or two, but I .am
enable ~ parfies to the dispute
valuable part of law.:school
hopeful that we will have the
to ~otiate a settlement each
federal system in -every district
training?
finds fair.
.
.in
the
eountcy
requiring
some
Vecy-much. Not only a
proof of capacity before a
In contrast, in both fonnal
valuable part, I think: anaimlawyer can walk into the courlitigation and in arbitration a
perafive part. Now we m~trrf
troom and tcy cases. There is
third party arrives ata resolution
deceive ourselves. Law schools
resistance to that_, but iLis
and.imposes it on th~ parties. The
can't make trial lawyers; they
diminishing. I do not intend to
results of such proceedings
can't make:finisbed practiJet up on this poinL
"often are acceptable to one partioners any more than medical
ty. but tQtal]y unacceptable to the
schools make physicians and
other, ' says Roger V. StaMberg
surgeons.
president of the H~pin County
Unlike.lawyers however,
There is perhaps a greater
physicians and surgeons go
Bar Association and a member of
recognitil111 that-a person's liber- the center's board of directors.
through intep]Sbips after they
ty and property is as important
The center s pro.gram for lowfinish their basic medical eduaBS bis heal.th?
irurome people will ase- lawyers
tion. Then they go through
Or al least somewhere aptrained in mediation to.help parresideneyprograms, and they
proaching that importance and
ties solve civil disputes, such as
are .not permitted to conduct
operations in.hospitals ontil they that something needs to be done claims arising out of contracts or
about it.
resulting from _personal .injuries.
h?ve satisfied the staff Qf. a

Unlike-similar programs in other
parts of the country. the center's
program will not be limited to
minor claims, but will atte_m~l to
resolve .major ei.vi1 disputes as
well. Minor disputes, Woll notes,
can he resolved jnfonnally and
inexpensively in county conciliation courts and there is no need
to duplicate their se:rvic~.
The effort to provide mediation
services for juvenile- offenders
.bas altead_y begun with a -pi.lot

projectin St.J,.ouis Park, carried
on in oooperation with that city's
police department. Its empnasis
is on solving conflicts and problems identifiea fly the community rather than outside experts.
MediatQ.rs will include not only
l a ~ ana professionals experienced in working with
juveniles, but also city .residents
w.ho.se main qualification is interest in serving the community.
The juvenile prQgram, rare.
among American mediation programs, 'will focus on nrinor offenses, 'starus-" offenses sychas
truancy and runiling away from
home. and inte.r:family conflicts.
The county bar association s interest m m ediation grew out of
the same- concerns often expressed byl3urger - the-high eost and
delays inherent in the litigation
process., ana the. resulting
-popular dissatisfaction with the
judicjal sy1,tem.
·
"The bar association viewed
thi& as an opportunity to make
the civil judicial sys~ function
better for all elements in our
community," says ~eberg.
The Northwest Area Foundation's gJ'.allt to the center was part
of its continuing ef{Qrt to h~lp
support
programs
offering
human services, one of several
areas.in which it makes grants.

gram because I caUed on one of
my former teachers at the law
school, Justice Royal Stone of
the Supreme Court of Minnesota, who gave two sess:ions
on how to _prepare. a case for appeal. The first of bis sessions
was on the analysis of the
record and the writing of the
brief.
Justice Stone was a superb
teacher. He had.been a very
successful practitioner and then, .
after about 30 y~
of practice,
went on theSupreme Court of
Minnesota. He had been the
teacher of Contracts at the law
school, and I had succeeded him
on his recommendation the year
I graduated. He had been assistant reporter to Professor
Williston on the Restatement of
Contracts.
I repeat, he was a superb
teacher, and in these two sessions, I think I learned more
about the process of appellate
litigation than in any other com~ l e period in my life, and
had S()me exposure aft.er that to
appellate litigation in the courts
of a ~ l and in the Supreme
Cou.r:t of the United States.
That program continued for
several years. As with all such
programs, it finished its course .
However, at about that time I
guess - this was the late 1930s
- this program faded out, tbe
whole process of continuing
legal education w~ getting a
new emphasis through the
Amen.can Bar and the American
Law Institute and others, and ,
of course, that has been accelerated very markedly in the
last five years in terms of these
practical subjects, including
trial advocacy.
A.ad that seed you Ji)imted in

the library across the street did
bear fruit when Minne.sot.a
became the first state in the nation to make. continuing legal
education II1lllldatary.
Yes, Minnesota is one of the
fbree states that were the
pioneers on that subject. Then in
later years, I think 1956 or ' 57, I
was involved in, but was not the
originator of, the Appellate
.fudges Seminar at New York
University.
- That was the "brliinchild" of
the late Justice Frederick
Hamley, then of the Supreme
Court of Oregon and later on the
Ninth Circuit. That was the first
comprehensive program
recognizing that lawyers who
were appoint.ed to the appellate
-eourtsin this country did.not
become gualified appellate
judg~ simply by putting on a
black robe and getting-a commission from someone.
That two-week program is one
of the most outstanding ex~ples of effective continuing
judicial edueation. It has
become the model for all such
programs.

Sir, you have been very
generous with your time. L
wom:ler if we may impose for
just a moment longer to go back.
to something that I pdSSed over

Thefoundation was established
in 1934 by Wuis W. Hill SL,.son of
James J. Hill, the- builder of the
Great
Northern
Railway. wbea we were talking.a.bout
Originally called the J..e.'tington aea.ling with risiny;caseloads.
Foun~ion, then the Louis W. An idea that you have supand Mand Hill Family FQWlda- ported have indeed advoeated;
tion, its name was changed to [is fheJ establishment of a new
Northwest Area Foundation in intermediate court above the
1m to r.eflect its growth and its courts of appeal to take some of
commitment to the eight-state the.increasing caseload that is
region that provided its origµial
Continued on page 9
resources.
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.Curriculum committee changes courses, credits
New courses, new names for
old courses, mergers of· old
courses to create new courses
and additional credits for both regliir.ed., and el~tive cours~. all
were part of a package recommended by the William Mi~~
Curriculum Committee and approved by the faculty.
The areas of estate planning
and taxation were most affected
by the curriculum changes.
·
An Estate Planning Survey will
now be available as an alternative to the courses in Taxation
of Gifts, Estates and Trusts and
the Estate Planning Seminar.
The new course in Gifts, Estates
and Trusts represents a merger
of Estate and Gift Taxation and
Income Tax Trusts and Estates.
According to Prof. Douglas
Heidenreich, chairperson of the
Curriculum Committee,
the
changes in estate and taxation
were prompted by a report from
faculty members who teach in
the area. The r.eport reflected·
faculty concern that there was
some duplication in the existing
structure.

Under the revised schedule it is
expected that students will be
able to move more effi~iently
through the basic material and
interested students c0uld take
more specialized courses at an
earlier time.
Another change in the tax curriculum is the elimination of corporate tax from the basic Individual Income Tax course. According to Heidenreich, this
change was a response to the
~esires of the tax instructors,
who felt that the amount of corporate tax that could be taught in
the framework of the basic
course was not enough to do
anyone any good -- and in fact,
could be harmful by adding to the
confusion at the end of the school
year.
Corporate Tax will remain in
the curriculum as an elective
with a new survey approach, and
will be increased from two to
three credits.
The two individual courses in
Wills and Trusts have been merged into a single three-credit
course in Estates and Trusts.

This change has created some
problems for stud¢nts who have
taken Wills and desire to, but
have not yet taken, Trusts.
"I resent the fact that in order
to take Trusts I have to re-take
Wills," said Heidi Crissey, a
· third-year- student who has taken
Wills. "I 'think the administration
should offer· a wrap-up session in
Trusts for those who have had
Wills."
(The administration is considering offering Wills and Trusts
one more time in spring
semester.)
Heidenreich's response to this
criticism was that there was advance notice of the merger of the
two courses, and that Trusts was
offered in the summer to accomodate students. "However,"
he added, "students should not be
required to go to summer school
in order to take a course they
need. It was the' understanding of
the faculty that Trusts would also
be offered in the fall for those who
had taken Wills and wanted to
take Trusts."

Another significant curriculum
change involved dropping Agen,.
cy and Partnership as a required
course.
· Aecording
to
Heid~eich, "'there was much
discussion and a iliff-erence of o_prnion, on the part -Of the instructors teaching in the area, about
the a:m,ropriateness of dropping
the course as reqµired."
HenQted that l:be area had ex·
panded and contracted over time,
experiencing changes in credits
as well as names.
"At one point Agency was a
two-credit course, - Partnership
was at a two-credit course and
Corporatons was a four-credit
course. The issue has been how
much time should be devoted to
teaching certain fundamental
material."
Changes in the number of
credits for both required and
elective courses are also a part of
the new curriculum.
Legal Writing was mer.eased
from two to four credits in order
to reflect the time the course ac-

new proposal. However, I
steadily since then, and, in the
seriously question whether the
year just ended, I believe it was
Supreme Court of the United
141 signed opinions and 10 per(Continued from page 8)
States would ever approve a
curiam opinions.
delegation to soine other body or
I repeat, there have never
the United States Courts of Apmoving to the United' States
tribunal of the authority to
been nine people in America
peal. I hepe,we aren't going to
Supreme Court. Is resistance to
who could adequately treat that
wait 100 ye.ars to de something . decide what cases the Supreme
that idea diminishing; is that a
Court of the United States would many cases, given the dimenabout the rising ~seloads in the
possibility in the near future?
hear. I question whether that's
sions and content of those cases
Supreme Court.
Lfke all suggestions for
and their constitutional importhe solution. What we decide to
I have never taken a flat posichange in the legal system or
review
or
decline
to
review
is
tance, for that work is in addition
on
any
particular
solution,
the judicial system in this counone of the highest functions of
tion to screening about 100 apand I have not advocated an intry, resistance to new ideas is
the court. I would not want to
plications for review each week.
termediate court. However, I
the pattern. For example, in
delegate that authority to a
There must be some change.
appointed the committee
1791, John Jay, the first chief
subordinate tribunal.
justice of the United States, said chaired by Prof. Paul Freund,
Your point was well taken. I
which firmly advocated the
that the justices of the Supreme
If the tendency continues misstated myself when I said
Court could not carry the load of creation of an intermediate
the rising caseload - there are
that you have advQCated [an incourt.
the Supreme Court work and
no nine men in America today,
termediate court]. You did, of
Recently,
my
distinguished
also ride circuit, sitting as_ trial
and no nine people who ever sat
course, appoint the Freund comcolleague Justice Steens.adjudges and on adhoc reviewing
mission, but, I think more imvocated at the American Bar the on the Supreme Court, who
courts. He asked Congress to
could cope ad~uately with the
portantly, you have not closed
create a permanent middle-level creation of a court that would
increasing caseload.
the door to any such solution.
decide which cases we would
court of appeals. Congress did
One illustration: The first
As you are aware, Chief
review.
That,
of
course,
was
not
not act on that until exactly 100
year of Chief Justice Warren's
Justice Amdahl and, of course,
the thrust of the Freund report.
years later, in 1891, when Ut]
tenure as chief justice, the
his predecessor, Chief Justice
I think we need to study every
created the circuit courts, now
Supreme Court of the United·
Sharon, have made the increasStates issued 65 signed opinions.
ing inability [of the Minnesota
That happened to be a rather
Supreme Court] to keep up with
low year. It has increased
its caseload in issue before the

Burger

tually required. as well as to allow
some expansion in the future,
Heidenreich said.
A number of electives have
been increased from two to three
credits; these include En°
vironmental Regulation, Labor
Law and Public International
Law. Law and Economics has
been raised from one to two
credits.
Heidenreich
acknowledged ,
that . the recent trend toward
more three-credit electives could
create some scheduling difficulties in a system that has been
based on blocks of two and four
credits. "But as more threecredit
courses
are
made
available they can be off-set
against one another." He added
that another difficulty in instituting the three-credit courses
was the reluctance of some adjuct professors to teach two
nights each week. It was primari-lY for this reason that-some threecredit electives meet for additional two-hour blocks every
other week.

public; and, last session, the
Jegislaturedid a p ~ a consfitufitmal amendii.J..ent that ·
would clear the way for the
creation of an inrermediate
court of appeals.
ft:liink. thereJS no guesnun
about that. The .state of Mfil.

nesota needs an intermediate
court of appeals to meet the new
demands place on its court
system.

Critics of that id~ ~ggest
that sueb a court would merely
be another-s'tep in the a p ~
prooess - that ~veatually the
same aumber of cases wc,uld
come tiJ the'8upreme Court, but
that because of the creation of
the new step, there would be
more-expense, and more time for
litigants for ap~anf.s rather.-.
That can.be:~v~ QY giv:uig
the Supreme Court of Minnesota

discretion as to which cases [it]
will take, and I would have confidence in that very fin~ court in
its exercising that

discretion.

Many states - and the
number doesn't come to mind but mi,ny states in recent years
have do11e just ex.actly whatthe
s.tate of Minnesota ...

More than 20.
EXAMINATIONS ARE BUT ONE MONTH

AVffi AND Nl DEAN OF llUS FACUITY,
I W\NT EACH OF YOU TO KIION THAT

THIB YEAR WE INlEM> TO MAINTAIN
THE :JIWE. HIGH .JlANOAROO TAAT
HAVE AJJNA.Yt3 MARKED HE SIMON
LEGREE &HOOL OF LAW.

DURIN.i THE PREVIOUS YEAR, WE Bfi'mE
RI'COODS FCE UlOCROm IIUOO.£W)~,
Mm'RLY GAADIN6, AND MINDSCRAMBLING- RN:E:HORSES ••• NOT
TO MENTION ~CORING IBE NATION~
Hl6HE.ST ATTRITION RATE-

THIS Y£AR WILL BE NO DFfffifNf.
NN FACULTY MEMBER CAMGfjT
EN.GAGING- IN srKAIGJITfOKWARD
E.XAMJHATl~r Slfl- lEARTED GRIU)IN6;
BELL CURVES, &WOO IDNT3 OR MY
FORM CF ,'CADEMIC PHll.ANTHRtFi WILL
~ER "11:\E ~\IERE.-ST AIWINlfilRATrllE
RECRIMINATICW8!

~

.

Mj)re_than.2-0? From.your vantage point as dlief justice of the
U.nited Su,tes~ do you see these
dire prediCtiODS 'CiJI1liJlg truein

the.other states or have those
courts- .reaJJy.made a difference
in helping the Supreme Court
cope with ifs caseload?
I think on the whole they have
served a vecy useful purpose,
and1he im.PQTtant thing is that ·
the court of last resort should

have total discretion on what
cases it will review from the in~
termediate court of ap~.
Whether it's in the sfate or
within the federal system?

(

OF COURSE, I AM OBLIGATED TO ll'fll™
YOU THAT THE 14TH AMENDl'lt'f:NT OOE
PROCE&'> CLAUSE GUARANTEE~ ALL
TENURED FACULTY llE Rl&lff TO
ADEQUATE

NOTICE, FAIR HEARING,

AND ONE APPEAL TO AN IN\E}\RTIAL
TRIBUNAL.

t

Right.

(

IT :S TOUGH TO RUN A
LAW SCHOOL UNDER.
THE CON5TITUTION. J

00

Mr. Cliief Justice, thank you
very very much for your time.
This bas been an baiwr and a
privilege.
I'm delighted. Each time I
come baek and. see llie [lr'ogress
of Mifche11-colleg~ when.I think
of the days when I attepded,
when we had that old Victorian
mansion up near Miller Hospital
with' between 300 and 400
students at most.. .
.And_now I see the magnificent
_plant and the opportunity that
the ~~ge now bas to train
lawyers who for one reason or
another cannot or elect not to attend a day school. This is a
great develQPillent, and I share
the. pride of an .tlre students and
the alumni of the school in what
has become truly a great law
school.
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Equitable Relief
E ditor·s note : Equitable Relief is a new r egular feature that will attempt to answer questions :gosed by students, facu.lly members or
s taff_ Questions should bE} left in the box outside The Opinion office or
in lh~ newspapers box in the Conimunications Center. w e·n gcet the
answers- or tell you why we couldn't.
Questipns must be irl writing a nd signed by the writer. Please indicate that the question is for tlJ_e E quitable Relief column.
Q: I am aware that there have
been
some
administrative
::hanges in the William Mitchell
Libracy. Co~ndi:ngly as
might be expected, there nave
been a number of policy changes..
Many of these changes are, in.my
view, wetcome, and, while r .find
others not so welcome, l am sore
I.bat they serve a legitimate purpose. There is, however, one
ehange for which I have found no
justification: the elimination of
the smokers' area from the
library.

Are you able to provide any information to suggest a justification of the exclusion of a smoker
from using the area that was set

A: According to Madeleine
Wilken, the new director of the
library, the_library is not in conformance with American Bar
Association requirements regarding the number of seats
available to students. Since there
will be an inspection of the
library next spring, it became
nee~
to begin making
chailg~ now.

was necessary to open the smoking area to all students -and to ban
smoking there.
·
Wilkin said she recognizes that
"there should be a place for
smokers especially at eJram
time, ' and slie plans to provide Photo by Scott Harr
such a place. By next spring she New acting library director named
said, he hopes to have found one
or two spaces within the library Madeleine Wilkin Mitchell's new acting library director and
area, with better ventilation, for a professor of la.,.;, held previous appointments at the Universmokers. In the meaIJtime, she sity of Texas law library, Austin, and at Western New
asks smokers to be patient.
England College Law School, Springfield, Mass.

The smoking area had about 44
seats, which was out of proportion to the number of students using it. In addition, ventilation of
the area was inadequate. For
both those reasons, Wilkin said, it

Wilkin is moving her office to
the microforms · room in the
library and will be available
there as much as possible to hear
student questions, comments or
complaints. - Lea De Souza

aside for · smokers'?

-

John

Robinson

Coyne (Continued from page 3)
scramble, because my office is course" t couldn't sign it,'' she
not completely closed up. Trying . said. Since then she has argued
to pull out after 25 years of prac- over 100 -civil cases before the
tice is quite a chore she said. Supreme Court.
"Two weeks ago I was an ad"I have the dubious honor of
vocate, and now I'm not. It's a
losing- the first case I argued
difficult line to cross."
here. The court had to overrule a
Coyne contended that no one
has suggested a . better way to
Coyne was sworn in at 10 a.m. long line of decisions to teach
SQlve the problem.
Sept. 1 and a few hours later was that resu.lt. Thirteen months later
hearing oral arguments. For the the court reversed. My feelings
·
· Coyne will have to run for elec- first two weeks -on the court she were hurt."
tion in 1984, and Supreme Court worked from 6 a.m. to midnight.
She thought again: "No, I was
justices sometimes have o_pposi~ "I felt as if I wore out a pair of
_
fion_ Coyne said tha t most judge.s
glasses after a week," she said. really annoy~ . '
would rather not run fur election: Coyne finally took a whole day off
Coyne said that after 25. ears
"I'm a very non-political pe:rsc:in. to attend a football game; her
it's strange to be on the other
Ws not one of the m ore appealing first day off in six· weeks.
side. She said she thinks it. will be
aspects of the job," she said.
fun and she hopes she is a good
The appellate process is judge.
Making the transition from ad- familiar to Coyne. She wrote her
"Heaven knows, if I'm not it
vocate to justice has been hectic, first appellate brief a.tone 6efore
Coyne said. "It's been a terrific she gother bar~xallll'esults. "Of won't be from lack of trying.''
ten every other day. It's simply
not ~ible. 1 know how long it
took me to write a brief. There is
not enough time for the kind of
reflection needed for .a court that
sets precedent."

Moot

(Continued from page 5)

accordance with the · college's
standar.ds for the long ·paper.
Only students who compete in
oral · argument will receive
credit. One credit will be awarded, and a student may compete in
_oral aiegument only once during
his or her law-school career.
In the past, no credit was
awarded unless students. took
partinmoot~~t ~m~titi®
twice <or combjned one semester
of moot court. competition with
one
semester
of
client
counseling).
Another change is that, in the
event of a tie, the contestant with
the higher oral-argument_score
will be declared. the winner.
Under . .the old rules, the team
with the higher brief score won.
Still
change involves
the way students will advance to
the National ~oot Court. Com~tition. In the past, the witiniilg
team in the spring competition
advanced. Traditionally, the col~
lege has sent two teams to the national competition., so the spring
second-place team also went on_.
Under the new rules, the two

.another ·

students who .compete in .the spring final round will form a team
to advance to the national competition. If the college continues
to send two teams to the national
competition, the two finalists
from the fall competition will also
go on to the national contest.
In the past, the winners of the
fall competition had no opportunity to advance to another
level.
· LaFave noted that having
single · competitors instead of
teams at the college level will
simplify the task of drafting-moot
court problems. When teams
were involve<;I, the problems
usually included two major
· issues so that each member of a
two-person .team wou.ld have an
issue to research and argue.
Brennan pointed out another
facet o! individual competition. It
allows students to enter the competition even thoug~ they might
not be able to fiild a partner.
Besides, she said, in real appellate practice, "you're the only
one who gets . up there and
argues."

.EVALUATION
EXPEQTI0E

Articles written by respected authorities on their repsective fields of expertise and student
commentary on recent importa_nt Minnesota cases makes up the majority of the Law Review
coverage.
The William Mitchell Law Review offers an on point, scholarly legal research tool, a nece·ssity
for anyone who hopes to k~ep up on Minnesota law.

Emphasizing the usefulness of the William Mitchell Law Review, the Minnesota
Supreme Co1,1rt has cited th~ Law Review sixty five times in its opinions since· the
Law Review's birth in 1974.

IN DETERMINING THE VAWE OF

CLOSED CORPORATION SEaJRITIES

Topics covered in the past have included:
1. No.-fault insurance (Professor Steenson)
2. Workers Compensation (Professor Kirwin)
3. Pierringer Release (Justice Simonett)

To &Ip So~ JlroblerM Of:
Em~-&.Gift Tu UtipticD
l'roperty Setdemca.tl.

Uceme~
Pa.tmt-AaeU

l « ~ ~ Acquiatiom
Div= Settlemc:a:ts

In the first issue of Volume Eight you will find articles on:
1. The Insanity Defense (S. Rathke)
2. The First Amendment (Justice Sheran)
- 3. Minnesota Nuisance !,.aw

Conflic:U of lntaelt
Ptvfit-S~~ Vamatiom

• Buy/Sell Agreements
Stock. Op.lions
Going "Ponte"
Capitalm.tion R ~

During these troubled economic t;i mes, don 't pass up the one "good" investment you'll come
across durin.9 your law school career. a vo1ume of the William Mitchell Law Review :f~r only ten
doUars. Velume Eight may be purchased at the Law Review office. It's first issue will be
released later this semester.
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SBA seeks to shelve old library shelves

Photo by Scott Harr

The shelving throughout Mitchell's library are more often used for storing auto parts. The
Student Bar Association has plans to replace them with shelves designed for libraries. .
By Steven Patrow

Some shelves in the William
Mitchell law library were
manufactured to store tools - not
the leather-bound tools of digests
and law reviews, but tools to help
maintain automobiles. These
shelves are just like the shelves
found in aut<rparts stores; they
have been installed to store books
in the Mitchell library.
The Student Bar Association is
planning to replace much of this
improvised book shelving with
modern, more eye-pleasing book
shelves.
Paul Tanis, an SBA member
and a student representative on
the library committee, said the
SBA effort to solicit donations for
improving the library is still in its
development stage, but he said he
hopes to begin replacing book
shelves within the year.
"This is just a first step in the

plan to remodel the library,"
Tanis said. "We want to create a
better study environment for
students. We want students to be
proud of this school; right now
the library is a pit."
A rePQrted prepared for the administration by a consultant to
evaluate the Jibrary stated that
the library facilities at William
Mitchell are "ugly, unpleasant,
uncomfortable and a hindrance
to service and use.''
The SBA program to remodel
the library will oe funded almost
entirely by donations from
private sources and from alumni
of the college, Tanis said. He said
that no student funds would be used for the new shelves except for
possible delivery or postal
charges.
.
"We haven't raised any money
yet," Tanis said . "Wew ould like
to get some of the lawfirms in the
area to do:eate a book shelf to the

school. They would be able to
deduct the cost from taxes, and
we would install a pla~ on the
shelf with the name of the
donator on it."
Full replacement cost for new
shelves were estimated at nearly
$75,000, Tanis said. However, that
cost will probably be reduced to
$50,000 when deductions for the
salvaged old shelves and discounts for volume buying are included, he said.
· "When you consider the
amount, $50,000 isn't a lot of
money to spend to improve the
library," Tanis said.
Associate
D.ean
Melvin
Goldberg said that the administration supports the SBA,
but that there should be coordination between the administration
and the SBA when soliciting
possible support from outside the
college. Goldberg said that in trying to get donations from private

j}ortbtuest
Jrtd l}rtnttng (ompanp

sources, the school must be create a library atmospbm
careful not to overuse those students will enjoy. He said that 1
sources.
library is very important to a lav
Tanis said the SBA will not go school and that people look at th1
ahead with the program until it quality of the library when con
had full administration support. sidering the quality of the lav
He said that once the SBA school.
receives official administration
"This library is not a g~ ·"
support the program to replace reflection of the school," Tani.
the shelves would only take two said. "I've had students talk t,
me about their concerns abou
years .
"We essentially want to the library. Our stucients shouli
replace and add on where we want to eome here and study in
can," Tanis said. " The new stead of going over to Harnline o
·
shelves will be more space- staying home."
efficient and will allow us to put
Goldberg said he thinks th
in more seating. Right now our school needs a new library an
seating capacity and shelf that air conditioning should be ir.
capacity doesn't meet ABA stalled to cool the library. H
standards.''
said, however, that futur
The present library configura- development of library facilitie
tion could use shelf-space im- must be considered by th
provements, according to a development office and the boar,
memorandum prepared by the of trustees .
library director. The memoranTanis said the new shelves wi:
dum states that the library does
meet ABA requirements, but that mostly improve the aesthetics c
the library, but they might als,
there is :
reduce noise in the library. H
Inadequate seating and
said the new bookshelves woul·
study space. While with the
be of the same design instead c
present configuration...
the current arrangement c
the Library is arguably .in
several types of shelves.
conformance with the
The effect of such a variety c
AALS regulations,
shelving and its anangemec
neither the spacing nor the
was another problem the librar
location of our seats, nor
memorandum illustrated.
the allocation of space at
''The bookstacks · throughou
carrels and tables, meet
the library area are a motley aJ
the spirit of the AALS and
ray of different types," th
ABA regulations.
.
memorandum stated. "The at
The report further states that tual
arrangement
of
tht
· WMCL students prefer to use stacks. . .
is
irritating!!
other schools' facilities when fragmented.''
they can.
Tanis said he hopes the nev
Tanis said that by installing the book shelves will eliminate som1
new shelves, the SBA hopes to of those problems.

Labor law is key
to Badger bar exam
Labor law was the decisive
issue on the Wisconsin bar exam
for 1981 William Mitchell
graduate Terri Wagner.
.
Two and a half hours into the
exam July Z1 , she wentinto labor.
Bowing to the inexorable law she
left the exam picked up. her den,tist husband, Thomas Kvandeck,
and started looking for a Madison
physician who would accept her
as a patient.
By 11:45 a.m., she . was at
Madison General Hospital. Her
seven-pound
daughter,
Liv
Wagner Kwndeck, was born at
1:18 p.m.
That settled the labor law question. But it raised some other
legal issues:
Will Wagner ·be allowed to
retake the exam before the next
seheduled testing date in .July

and a Bucky Badger T-shirt.
They were gifts from the proctors.
at the exam, which was .being.
held at the university law school.
Wagner had already passed the
Minnesota bar exam when she
and her husband moved tc
Washburn, Wis. Despite the proximity of her due date; she signed
up for the two-day W1SCOnsin
exam.
The onset of labor caught her
not only in the middle of the exam, but also away from home
and from her regular physician.
"The thought had crossed my
mind that something like this
could happen," Wagner told the
State Journal. "But I thought it
would happen during the labor
law question." .
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Will she get credit for the four
out of 12 essay questions she
answered before she left the 1982
exam?
Or will she have to start the
whole thing -- the exam, that is,
and not the labor -- all over
again?
"It seems to fall under the
'case of first impression,"'
Wagner told the Wi$consin State
Journal of Madison. "It's
something that never happened
before, so maybe they will make
a special allowance in my case.
"On the other band, one could
argue that J knew my due date
was only two and a half weeks
away, and I just took a chance
and it didn'twork out too well. '
Erica Moesser, director of the
Wisconsin Board of Attorneys
Professional Competence, which
oversees the administration of
the bar exam, was unable to supply the answers.
Later, however, Moesser was
able to supply something else -- a
pair of rubber pants emblazoned
with a drawing of University of
Wisconsin mascot Bucky Badger

Students to get
new exam numbers
For those students who have
fina'Ily succeeded in committing
their exam numbers to memory,
a new challenge is waiting.
Beginning with the December
exams, st udents will be using

new exam mnnbers selected at
random by the schoor s computer. The change ls a ~ t of
concern on the part of some
students that the old system,
designed by an outside firm, was
decipherable.
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And for good reasons . ..
_ 1. Outstanding lecturers -

regular summer· course begins in the
College of St. Thomas Leaming Center.

bur

A·$50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuitio~ at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/ BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in on the most current
set when you take the review course.
9. Tuition Freez.e -

faculty is made up of bar review
~ and inoudes some of the top
law professors in tne country, such as
J ohn Moye, David Epstein, and
John Nowak.

-

Every
area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely, in a concise and
understandable format.
2. Comprehensive Qutlines -

10. Selected law lectures -

Throughout the year, MBR/BRI offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all MBR/BRI students.

Our
multistate ·and es.say testing pro~
indudes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The es.say exams will be
critiqued by former Minnesota Bar
Exam graders.
·
3. Directed Testing Program -

11. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course ·_ All MBR/BRI students·

receive a $25.00 discount when signing
up for our Profes.5ional Responsibility

The two
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject ·for last minute
reinforcement.

4. Mini-Review Program -

5. Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program, run by former Minnesota
Bar Exam graders, focuses on issue
spotting and exam taking techniques
and includes the opportunity for
personal interviews with the graders.
6. Day or Evening Classes -

I

During

·our summer course you have the
option of a t t ~ live evening or
viarotaped momi:pg lectures,

Review Course.
12. Early Registration Discount

whichever you find most convenient.
7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
location - The 1983 MBR/BRI

course will again be held at the
· College of St. Thomas, aShaughnessy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past nine years.

8. F.ady Bird Program - Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on the bar
exam will be available before the

~

Discounts are available for both wiI}ter
and summer 1983 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00- off the regular
course tuition!
13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
Minneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings. ·

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exant preparation.
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